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Get cutting-edge techniques for managing SQL Server 2000.
Provide a scalable, replicated, and reliable foundation for your database-driven e-commerce applications. Packed with up-to-date information, real-world examples, and hands-on solutions, SQL Server 2000 Administration covers installation, configuration, system architecture, security, file management, data manipulation and replication, automation, and restoration. Plus, the "From the Field" sections highlight little-known tips and tricks from the authors' vast SQL Server management experience. This is an indispensable resource for all SQL Server DBAs.

	Set up, configure, and maintain SQL Server 2000 
	Perform unattended installations from inside the Windows 2000 directory model 
	Manage user databases, file storage, and data queries using the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) 
	Handle database security using authentication, Roles, permissions management, stored procedures, and views 
	Transfer and transform data using DTS, field mapping, and parsing 
	Back up and restore data with minimal impact on users 
	Master Analysis Services, data replication, warehousing, and SQL server automation 
	Institute and govern data replication 
	Prevent downtime, crashes, and data losses 


About the Author

Mark Linsenbardt, MCSE, MCT (Las Vegas), is an independent consultant, trainer, speaker and author.  Shane Stigler, MCSE, MCT (Las Vegas), is president of Stigler Consulting, an international consulting firm for medium and large companies on corporate MIS management and network design. He is also a corporate trainer for Productivity Point International; his clients include Bank of America, Citibank, Mirage, the City of Las Vegas and others.
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The Definitive Guide to MySQL 5, Third EditionApress, 2005
This edition is an extensive revision of the second edition. Most of the changes relate to changes in the
MySQL server from version 4.1 to version 5.0. But there is also much that is new in areas surrounding
MySQL, including new programming interfaces (e.g., mysqli in PHP 5) and new administrative tools.
The most important new...
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Seasonal Patterns of Stress, Immune Function, and DiseaseCambridge University Press, 2002

	Most animals exhibit seasonal variation in their reproduction and survival

	simply because most of them live in environments in which food availability

	varies seasonally. This is true in the tropics as well as at the higher latitudes, but

	at the higher latitudes the combined challenge of food shortage and low temperature

	makes...
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Database Nation (Hardback)O'Reilly, 2000
Forget the common cold for a moment. Instead, consider the rise of "false data syndrome," a deceptive method of identification derived from numbers rather than more recognizable human traits. Simson Garfinkel couples this idea with concepts like "data shadow" and "datasphere" in Database Nation, offering a...
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The SAIC Solution: How We Built an $8 Billion Employee-Owned Technology CompanyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
For more than three decades, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)—the largest employee-owned research and technology company in the United States—has achieved unparalleled success in the areas of science, engineering, and technology, all while flying well below the radar of most casual business observers.
As the...
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Practical Database Programming with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	D atabases have become an integral part of our modern day life. We are an information -

	driven society. Database technology has a direct impact on our daily lives. Decisions are

	routinely made by organizations based on the information collected and stored in databases.

	A record company may decide to market certain albums in...
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Animating with Stop Motion ProFocal Press, 2010

	This book is designed to explore the history and technique of stop motion animation. The software is secondary and is in fact so easy to use and ingenious that it allows you to concentrate on the art instead of the technology. You will need to use a computer, a camera, and connectors, so let’s get these issues out of the way so we can...
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